






Paper notebooks + Lab Archives, both (uploading from lab notebooks to Lab Archives 
electronic notebook.

*Physical characteristics (of biodiesel synthesis) = IR, NMR, GC-MS; Physical 
characteristics (of biodiesel and petroleum diesel) = bomb calorimetry, cloud point 
(UV-Vis), and one other of the student’s choice



**Used fluorescence spectroscopy (Fall 2016)

*Used dry box and silica column chromatography; Schlenk line (inert atmosphere); 
NMR and MS, Evan’s method (magnetic susceptability), X-ray Chrystallography. 
Wanted to do CV.

Entire year = electronic notebooks



● Blackboard modules to guide progress

● Paperless course



Main Talking Points:
● Pre-lab preparation (week 0 and every day)  was expected and enforced.
● Literature: two full weeks, starting generally (leading questions) and guided 

inquiry through specific.
● Peer review of notebooks: modeled good and bad practices first
● Enforced policies heavily with constant, immediate feedback during first 

segment (google drive and electronic notebooks were critical for this, as we 
could see in real time what ever student was doing and imediately comment). 
Students had to earn release from constant review.

● Students had to perform tasks for LEARNING, not just points. (ex: peer review)

Grading:
● 25% Prep and Performance

○ Daily notebook prep, safety, lab citizenship, performance in lab (Had a rubric 
for each day)

● 20% Notebook
○ 1 notebook grade for Expt 1 + 1 notebook grade for Expt 2.
○ Mastery-based grading (7 total checks, by faculty: 4 on Expt1 / 3 on Expt 2)

■ Practicing 0%
■ Proficient 50%
■ Mastery 100%



● 25% Writing
○ 80% Lab reports

■ 50% for Expt 1
■ 50% for Expt 2
■ Students could re-write one in response to feedback (this was a 

surprise at the end of the semester)
○ 20% Reflections

● 20% Presentation
○ 1 poster
○ 1 oral defense
○ Final video on one technique

● 10% Ethics writing assignments assignments



iPad Pro’s as electronic lab notebooks (students and faculty are 
enthusiastic about this mode of notebook keeping)

One-Note Notebooks
● Shared notebook
● Individual notebooks
● Practicing/Proficient/

Mastery levels
● Notebook Peer Review

Other useful features:
● Camera
● Google Drive
● AirDrop: share data
● Blackboard



After each of the two research projects, students wrote a formal publication-style 
paper on their work and gave either a poster presentation or an oral defense of their 
project.
As the last project, we asked students to choose a laboratory technique for which they 
wished they had a video before or during the semester to help them learn this 
technique. Students made their own videos on these techniques as a way to help 
future students.

Students were enthusiastic about this assignment. Faculty did not give formative 
feedback on this project in Fall 2016, however, we recommend that formative 
assessment be given on draft projects in the future.



Students were asked to do reflective writing assignments three times throughout the 
semester.







Below:
● Scripted lab, students know outcome
● Instructor knows outcome
● Project entirely of student design
● Work individually
● Write a research proposal
● Listen to lectures
● Read a textbook
● Take tests

Gains: 
No one knows the outcome
Group work
Become responsible for part of the project
Read primary literature
Collect data
Analyze data
Present results orally
Present results in reports
Present posters
Critique work of other students
Work on problem sets



Discuss reading materials in class
Maintain lab notebook
Computer modeling










